A model for an imperfectly bonded interface between two elastic media is proposed. Displacement across this surface is not required to be continuous. The displacement discontinuity, or slip, is taken to be linearly related to the stress traction which Is conbnuous across the interface. For isotropic interface behavior, there are two complex frequency dependent interface compliances, %, and •/r, where the component of the slip normal to the interface is given by •/n times the normal stress and the component tangential to the interface is given by •/r times the shear stress and is in the same direction. Reflection and transmission coefficients for harmonic plane waves incident at arbitrary angles upon a plane linear slip interface are computed in terms of the interface compliance• These coefficients are frequency dependent even when the compliances are real and frequency independent Examples of the effects of buried slip interfaces on reflection coefficient spectra and on Love-wave dispersion relations are presented.
INTRODUCTION
A perfectly bonded interface is a surface across which both traction and displacement are continuous. Thus when solving harmonic wave problems in the neighborhood of a perfectly bonded interface between two different elastic media, wave solutions in one medium must be matched with those in the second medium through interface conditions. In general, there are six scalar equations relating the traction vector and the displacement vector on one side to the corresponding components on the other side. These conditions provide the values of the arbitrary constants in the general wave solutions for each medium.
A generalization of this concept is that of an imperfectly bonded interface for which the displacement across a surface need not be continuous. Some applications of such a generalization to elastodynamic prob.-lems are the study of composite media, crack detection, and seismic wave propagation.
Imperfect bonding is taken here to mean that the traction is continuous across the interface but that the small disphtcement field is not. The small vector difference in the displacement, is assumed to depend linearly on the traction vector. The dependence may be real and frequency independent corresponding to an elastic spring condition or it may be complex and frequency dependent corresponding to a viscoelastic spring condition. This interface condition, called a "linear slip condition," replaces the condition of continuous displacement.
The next section shows how linear slip conditions can be put on a firm footing within the theory of elasticity and how the notion of isotropy simplifies the general slip condition.
Subsequent sections consider plans wave reflection and transmission coefficients at plane linear slip interfaces for SH waves and for P end SV waves and propagation through stratified media containing slip interfaces. Also included in these sections is an analysis for the case of SH waves showing that a thin low impedance layer perfectly bonded bebveen two half spaces gives rise to plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients that approach those derived for a linear slip boundary as the thickness to wavelength ratio approaches zero.
In the last section, two cases of elastic wave propagation in the presence of slip interfaces are presented. The first explores the effect of a buried slip interface on the reflection coefficient at normal incidence. In the second case dispersion curves for Love waves are derived and the effect of the buried slip interface is discussed.
I. LINEAR SLIP CONDITIONS
Consider a smooth, in general, curved surface between two elastic regions, across which the small displacement need not be continuous. The stress traction which is continuous across the interface, is assumed to be related to the discontinuity of displacement at each point.
Let the origin of a rectangular coordinate system be at a point on that surface so that x, and xa are directions tangential to the interface and x2 is normal to the surface. 
which says that the boundary compliance, Uz, may be 
